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Phonic Sounds of English Letters

1.   A says   APPLE starts with   Då, Då, Då, Då, Då.

2.   ¨ï  ¨ï  ¨ï B says  ¨ï  BUS starts with   ¨ï., , , , 

3.       C says   CAT starts with   Pï, Pï, Pï, Pï, Pï.

4.     D says   DOG starts with   qï, qï, qï, qï, qï.

5.   E says  EGG starts with  J, J, J, J, J.

6.   F says   FAN starts with  ¥sï, ¥sï, ¥sï, ¥sï, ¥sï.

7.     G says  GATE starts with   Uï, Uï, Uï, Uï, Uï.

8.   H says  HAT starts with  ºï, ºï, ºï, ºï, ºï.

9.   I says  INKPOT starts with  E, E, E, E, E.

10. eï  eï  eï J says  eï JEEP starts with    eï, , , , .

11.    K says  KEY starts with  Pï, Pï, Pï, Pï, Pï.

12. ¯ï ¯ï ¯ï  L says  ¯ï LOCK starts with  ¯ï, , , , .

13.  M says MANGO starts with  ªÀiï, ªÀiï, ªÀiï, ªÀiï, ªÀiï.

14.  N says  NUMBER starts with  £ï, £ï, £ï, £ï, £ï.

15.  O says   ORANGE starts with M, M, M, M, M.

16.  P says  PEN starts with  ¥ï, ¥ï, ¥ï, ¥ï, ¥ï.

17.     Q says  QUEEN starts with  Pïà, Pïà, Pïà, Pïà, Pïà.

18.  R says  ROSE starts with  gï, gï, gï, gï, gï.

19.  S says  SOAP starts with  ¸ï, ¸ï, ¸ï, ¸ï, ¸ï.

20. mï mï mï T says  mï TRAIN starts with  mï, , , , .

21.  U says   UMBRELLA starts with  C, C, C, C, C.

22.     V says  VAN starts with   ªï, ªï, ªï, ªï, ªï.

23.  W says WATCH starts with  ªï, ªï, ªï, ªï, ªï.

24.  X says BOX ends with  PÀì, PÀì, PÀì, PÀì, PÀì.

25. Y says  YELLOW starts with  AiÀiï, AiÀiï, AiÀiï, AiÀiï, AiÀiï.

26.  Z says   ZIP starts with  gÀhÄ, gÀhÄ, gÀhÄ, gÀhÄ, gÀhÄ.
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Dear Teacher,

Welcome to Akshara Foundation's English Language  programme – Swalpa 

English thumba fun!

This programme is designed to provide your students exposure to the English 

language, in your classrooms. With your help, students can listen to simple English 

and slowly understand and speak the language confidently.

Listening, Speaking, Reading and Writing (LSRW) are all important skills for 

learning any new language.  Listening and speaking form the foundation for 

learning how to read and write. 

 Teaching-Learning Material

?Chart : with 5 picture themes + stories         

for  conversations 

?Workbooks: every student to learn how 

to read and                  

     write

?Reading Cards: Nos 1-15  for Stds III 

and IV to learn how 

?            to read

?Alphabet Flash Cards

Each of these TLMs contain  activities that will develop listening, speaking, 

reading and writing skills (LSRW). 

The Teacher’s Manual gives you 9 complete Lesson Plans. You can use your 

own creative ideas to make your class more interesting. One lesson plan can be 

conducted over 2-3 periods.

?

?

?

?

?

 Teaching-Learning Material

?Chart : with 4 picture themes + 5 stories               

for  conversations 

?Workbooks: every student to learn how 

to read and  write

?Reading Cards: Nos 1-15  for Stds III 

and IV to learn how  to read

?Alphabet Flash Cards

?Teacher’s Manual



A TYPICAL LESSON PLAN

Activity 1: WARM UP ACTIVITIES  and  RHYMES:  Start every English period 

with some games or rhymes. This way students hear and learn English, have fun and 

get ready for more English learning. 

Activity 2:  PICTURE TALK  and  STORY TALK: During this activity, students 

listen to the language, as you speak. Point to the chart  as you 

speak. The charts have simple themes like a 'Rainy day' or 'At 

the school' or simple stories. Talk about the picture in English. 

For the STORY TALK, read aloud the story in English first. 

Use a lot of expressions, actions and good voice modulation. 

We have given you a few questions in the lesson plans, to help 

you with the conversation. You can use your own questions, if 

you wish. Also respond to questions and comments made by 

students. It must be a naturalIt must be a natural 

conversation, not a question-and-answer period.

 

It is alright if students prefer to interact in their mother tongue in the beginning. You must 

continue to speak in English, because they are listening to you and trying to understand 

the language. Slowly they will start speaking too. When students speak or respond in 

their mother tongue, give the English word or sentence for it and connect it to the lesson. 

“How nice, Ramesh, so you have a cow, a ‘hasu’ at home. What colour is your cow?”

When you talk about the picture or story, you are introducing new words or 

vocabulary.  A vocabulary list is given in each Lesson Plan, which you  can use for 

the topic. One good idea is to  write these words on the board or make flash cards of 

new words and put on the wall. Revise them every day. This will help students 

remember them better



Uu

um llbre a
21

Activity 3: MATCH LETTERS WITH SOUND: In this section you connect a letter 

with its sound. Recognising sounds of letters is the first step to reading and writing.   In 

each lesson we have selected only 4 sounds. Here is one way you can teach this, for 

example in “ A Rainy Day” lesson.

It is alright if they use names or words in their home language, in the beginning.

Activity 4: LANGUAGE GAME:  This activity provides opportunities  for your 

students to  speak short sentences in English. These games use words that students 

have already heard in the PICTURE TALK OR STORY TALK. These games are 

enjoyable and help the children speak to their friends in class. 

Activity 5: FUN ACTIVITY: This activity involves a game or drawing or craft 

work. They are fun to do and help them recall the vocabulary they have heard in the 

PICTURE TALK or STORY TALK.

Activity 6 : WORKBOOKS AND READING CARDS: 

You can teach students how to read and write through the 

Workbook and Reading cards.  Please read the instructions 

in the Workbooks for guidance. Before you start any writing 

exercise in the Std II - III Workbook, always revise the 

sound of the letter on that page, using the related flashcard. 

Encourage the students to say the sounds aloud while writing letters. 

Wherever possible we have shown pictures of the words.  Talk about the picture. It 

will be fun for the student when they read the word and also understand  what it 

means!

Rain starts with 'r' which sounds like rrrrr. Children, look at the flashcard for  'r'. Let 

us all say the rrr sound.  Can you tell me, what other words start with 'rrrr'?

Ramesh :        (raste) 

Sudha may say : “Raju”!



HOW TO USE THE READING CARDS

Students should be ready for the Reading Cards after they have learnt to read 3 letter 

words e.g ‘rat’, ‘pot’, and so on.

1.     First hold the card up to the whole class and read aloud; do not  expect students to 

read it themselves at this stage. Point out sounds that they have already learnt in the 

Workbook. For eg. j + am = jam. Move your finger as you read aloud. Point out the 

sight words. Talk about the picture.

2.      Make students repeat and read aloud along with you the next time.

3.      Ask students to open the card printed in their workbooks and read independently 

or in small groups. Move from group to group and give them help where needed.  

Break up a word into smaller sounds if they find it difficult to read a word. As an 

example:  m + at = mat

4.      Lastly, let them read the card again on their own. This time they will read it with 

more confidence.3 9

5.       Draw their attention to the ‘Read aloud' words at the bottom of the Card. These are 

also called 'Word Families'. Break the words into sounds and help students read 

them as well. Explain the meaning of the word and make a short sentence using the 

word. Along with reading skill, the vocabulary of students will also increase.

cat

Practise for ‘high frequency’ words and ‘sight words’  is given in the 

Workbooks .

READING CARDS are easy, simple and colourful  for students who 

have completed level 2 . Words and sounds they have learnt in the workbooks, are 

used in short sentences. Both the Workbooks and Reading cards together help 

develop the students reading and writing skills.





Lesson Plan 1 : A RAINY DAY

I hear thunder, I hear thunder

    Oh! Don’t you? Oh! Don’t you? 

    Pitter-patter rain drops. Pitter-patter rain drops.

    I’m wet through, I’m wet through.

?Look at this picture. What is happening here? (it is raining).

?What do you like to do when it is raining?

?Who is getting wet in the rain here? Why are they getting wet?

?What does the girl have in her hand ? Is she getting wet? Why is she 

getting wet? (her  umbrella is flying).

?What does the boy have in his hand? Is he getting wet? (No he is not 

getting wet. He is dry. He is under an umbrella).

?What colour are the umbrellas?

?What is there in the boy’s hand ? (a boat) 

?What is the boat made of ? (paper. It  is a paper boat).

?What is this man riding?  (he is riding a cycle)

? Is he getting wet? Why? (he does not have an umbrella)

?Look at the sky. Do you see something colourful? (a rainbow)

? Have you seen a rainbow before?

?How many colours does a rainbow have? (seven)

?Is the rainbow beautiful? Do you like the rainbow?

* Vocabulary words - rain, water, wet, dry, umbrella, sky,  boat,  bus, cycle,  man on a cycle, fruit seller,  

    rainbow, beautiful.

Activity 1:  WARM UP ACTIVITY                                               Teach the rhyme everyday with actions

Activity 2 : PICTURE TALK                                                          Use the chart to talk about the picture

Here are some ideas to help you with the conversation. You can use your own questions and encourage 

students to give their own ideas.

rainbowraindrops

1



Activity 3: MATCH LETTERS TO SOUNDS                                                                     Use flash cards

Ask students to give other words that begin with the same sound as in the flash card. It is alright if students give 

names or words in their home language. Example : r - Ravi, Rani, b - Babu, ball, u - uncle, w- Wahida.

Aa

1

rose

Rr

18

rose starts with ‘r’. 

rain  also with ‘r’. 

Uu

um llbre a
21

umbrella starts with ‘u’.

under  also starts with ‘u’.

watch

Ww
12

6

39

23

watch starts with ‘w’. 

 
wet  also starts with ‘w’. 

 

bus

Bb

2

bus starts with ‘b’. 

boy  also starts with ‘b’. 

2



Activity 6 : FUN WITH READING AND WRITING

?

?

Hand out Workbooks three days in a week to all students to practise writing.

Use  Reading Cards once a week

Activity 5: FUN ACTIVITY                                                                                                             

Read out the instructions and help students make an umbrella. You can use old newspaper to do this. 

Students can decorate and make their umbrellas colourful.

4

Now fold back in the opposite 
direction.

5

Keep folding forwards and 
backwards many times.

6
n oe up to

stick edges together with gum

7

Pass a stick 
 through the center 

to complete the 
umbrella.

2  cue tl  oc uri tc

Cut out a triangle

3

Fold over

Take a sheet pf paper 
or newspaper

and cut out a circle

1

3

Activity 4:  LANGUAGE GAME                  “Yes, she is getting wet"  OR  "No, she is not getting wet”

Point to the people and objects in the chart and ask students, for example: “Is the fruit seller getting wet?”  

Students must reply after looking at the chart. “No, he is not getting wet”.

1. Teach students the correct use of  ‘yes’ and ‘no’ in a sentence.   

2. Also teach students to say “he is getting wet” when referring to a man or boy; to say “she is getting wet”, when 

referring to a girl or woman; to say “it is getting wet” when referring to objects like cycle or animals like a dog.



I went to visit a farm one day

      I saw a cow across the way

      And what do you think I heard it say

      Moo, Moo, Moo! Moo, Moo, Moo!

(Continue the rhyme replacing with sheep (maee, maee)”, dog (bow wow), crow (caw, caw) etc.

?Tell me what you see in this picture. (village, fields)

?What are these women doing? (working in the field; bending down; planting seeds etc.)

?Are they bending down? Can you bend down? Let us bend down and touch our toes.

?What is this woman carrying on her head? (a pot)

?What is in the pot ? (water)

?What is the goat  doing? What are the cows doing? (eating grass)

?What is this man carrying on his bike? (cans; milk cans)

?What is this man carrying on his back? (a sack)

?Do you know what is in the sack? (wheat, rice, grass....)

?Do you see these people near the tractor? What are they carrying on  

their backs? (grass) 

?Do you see this man talking on the mobile? Is he a farmer? 

?What does a farmer do?  

?Look at these two children, where are they going?

?Do you think it’s morning or evening? Why do you say that?

Lesson Plan 2 : Busy in the Fields 

* Vocabulary words - Field, women, grass, tractor, cow, farmer, sack, milk can, village, bending, 

    cutting, walking, carrying, heavy, light.

Activity 1:  WARM UP ACTIVITY                                               Teach the rhyme everyday with actions

Activity 2 : PICTURE TALK                                                          Use the chart to talk about the picture

Here are some ideas to help you with the conversation. You can use your own questions and encourage 

students to give their own ideas.

milk can

field

sackfarmer

4



      Ask students to give other words that begin with the same sound as in the flash card. It is alright if students 

give names or words in their home language.  Example : f - Fathima,   t- table, g - Gowri, ganesh, c - cap, 

carrot.

Aa

1

rose

Rr

186

fan starts with ‘f’. 

field  also starts with ‘f’. 

7

gate starts with ‘g’. 

grass  also starts with ‘g’.  

20

train starts with ‘t’. 

tractor  also starts with ‘t’. 

cat starts with ‘c’. 

cow  also starts with ‘c’. 

 

Activity 3: MATCH LETTERS TO SOUNDS                                                                      Use flash cards

5



Activity 6 : FUN WITH READING AND WRITING

?

?

Hand out Workbooks three days in a week to all students to practise writing.

Use  Reading Cards once a week.

Let  us  carry  grass. 

Let  us  bend  down  and  cut  grass.  

Let us dig some mud and sow seeds.  

Let us milk a cow  

Show how a goat eats grass. 

Show how to ride a cycle.

Show how to drive a tractor.

Show how to speak on the mobile.

Show how to carry a pot of water.

Activity 5: FUN ACTIVITY                                                                                                             

Students perform various actions shown in the picture as instructed by teacher. Some examples:

6

Students come one by one to the centre of the room and do an action of carrying something light or heavy.

For example : “ I am carrying a book”, other students say, “It is light”

                       “I am carrying a full bucket”,  other students say, “It is heavy” 

Activity 4:  LANGUAGE GAME                                                                               It is heavy / It is light.



Lesson Plan 3 : AT THE SEASHORE

One, two, three, four, five  

Once I caught a fish alive

Six, seven, eight, nine, ten

Then I let it go again

?What can you see in this picture? 

?Do you see the water in this picture?  Is it a lake? A pond?  A river?

?This is the sea. Have you seen the sea before? Where?

?Who are these men? (fishermen). What have they caught? (fish)

?Is there one fish or many fish in the basket?

?This is the sea. There is sand here. What is this place called?            

(the seashore).

?Look at all the fish on the sand. What shape is this red fish?            

(star shape) What is this animal ? (a crab)

?How do fishermen catch fish? (they use nets). 

?What do they do with the fish? (take fish to the market, to sell).

?In what do they go to catch fish? (a boat)

?Do you see that big boat in the sea? Do you know what it is called?       

    (a ship)

?Would you like to sit in a boat?

?Do you think it is morning or evening? Why do you say so?

?Where do you think these children are going? 

?What do you like in this picture of the seashore? 

* Vocabulary words - sea, fish, seashore, sand, fishermen, nets, boat, ship, coconut tree, sell, market

Activity 1:  WARM UP ACTIVITY                                               Teach the rhyme everyday with actions

Activity 2 : PICTURE TALK                                                          Use the chart to talk about the picture

Here are some ideas to help you with the conversation. You can use your own questions and encourage 

students to give their own ideas.

sea

sand crab

7



Activity 3: MATCH LETTERS TO SOUNDS                                                                       Use flash cards

 Ask students to give other words that begin with the same sound as in the flash card. It is alright if students 

give names or words in their home language.  Example : b - Babu, ball, s - samosa, Sangeetha, w - Wahida,                

h - Harish.

bus

Bb

2

bus starts with ‘b’. 

boat    also starts with ‘b’. 

12

6

39

2319

soap starts with ‘s’. 

sea   also starts with ‘s’.  

14

number starts with ‘n’. 

 
net   also starts with ‘n’. 

 

12

6

39

23

watch starts with ‘w’.

water   also starts with ‘w’. 

8



Activity 5: FUN ACTIVITY                                                                                                             

Activity 6 : FUN WITH READING AND WRITING

Read out the instructions on how to make a paper boat

1

1

2

Fold a square sheet
of paper or news paper,

two times.

2

3 Layers

1 Layer

Fold 3 layers to one side 
and one layer to the other

opposite side.

4

B
a

s
e

Now open out and flatter
to look like a diamond

5

Pull apart both sides

6

Your boat is ready to 
sail on water!

3 3 Layers

Base

It will look like a triangle

Middle Layers

1 Layer

?

?

Hand out Workbooks three days in a week to all students to practise writing.

Use  Reading Cards once a week.

9

Students sit in pairs, facing each other in two rows – A and B. Each student in Row A collects many small objects 

from inside or outside the classroom (like pencils, erasers, leaf, chalk, stone, notebook etc.).

Example  :

Student in Row B asks partner: “Seema, what do you have?”

Student in Row A answers: “I have a ….” (names one object she/he has collected and shows it)  

          Allow name of objects in mother tongue. Help students with the English word for it.

Activity 4:  LANGUAGE GAME                                                                  What do you have / I have a...



Activity 1:  WARM UP ACTIVITY                                               Teach the rhyme everyday with actions

Activity 2 : PICTURE TALK                                                          Use the chart to talk about the picture

Lesson Plan 4 : MOUNTAINS

Jack and Jill went up the hill  

To fetch a pail of water

Jack fell down and broke his crown

And Jill came tumbling after

?What do you call these? (point to the  mountains) 

?These are mountains. Are they high?

?Is there a mountain near your home? Is it high or low?

?What is this white thing on the mountain? (snow)

?Have you ever seen snow? Is snow hot or cold ? (like ice cream?)

?What colour is the sky in the picture?

?Do you think it is evening or morning? Why?

?How many sheep can you see? Let us count.

?Do you see the man holding a stick,  near the sheep, in the picture?

?What is he called? (a shepherd) What does a shepherd do? 

       (he looks  after his sheep)

?Have you  seen sheep? Do you have sheep in your home?

?What does a sheep give us? (milk, wool….)

?Do you see the fruit on the tree? What colour are the fruits?

? What is the woman carrying in her basket? (apples) What is this man carrying on his head? (sticks)

? Whose house do you think this is?

?What do you like in  the picture of the mountains ?

* Vocabulary words - mountain, snow, cold, sheep, shepherd, apples, basket, bundle,  red, white,

    green, high, low, carrying.

Here are some ideas to help you with the conversation. You can use your own questions and encourage 

students to give their own ideas.

mountain

sheperd

10



Activity 3: MATCH LETTERS TO SOUNDS                                                                       Use flash cards

 Ask students to give other words that begin with the same sound as in the flash card. It is alright if students 

give names or words in their home language. Example : m - Mala, Manju, s - samosa, Sangeetha, a- Asha, 

Arun, b - Babu, ball.

13

mango starts with ‘m’. 

mountains  also starts with ‘m’. 

apple   starts with ‘a’. 

bus

Bb

2

bus starts with ‘b’. 

 
basket   also starts with ‘b’. 

 

19

soap starts with ‘s’. 

snow also starts with ‘s’. 

11



Students make a mountain from mud or sand (outside the classroom) or use clay to make ‘mountains’. Talk 

about a ‘tall mountain’ and a ‘small hill’. ‘Talk about what you can find on a mountain, what animals you can 

find, what else you can see from top of a mountain . 

Give English words and sentences for what students say in their mother tongue.’

Activity 5: FUN ACTIVITY                                                                                                             

Activity 6 : FUN WITH READING AND WRITING 

?

?

Hand out Workbooks three days in a week to all students to practise writing.

Use  Reading Cards once a week.

12

Students sit in a circle and clap. Each student starts a sentence with: “On the mountain I saw ....”. (let the 

student use his/her idea). CLAP - CLAP.

Example:

“On the mountain I saw a lion”. 

Students can use their own words like monkey, ghost, man, tree ... and so on.

Allow name of object/animals in mother tongue. Help students with the English word for it.

Activity 4:  LANGUAGE GAME                                                                  “On the mountain I saw a....”



Activity 1:  WARM UP ACTIVITY                                               

Lesson Plan 5: The Ant and the Parrot

Activity 2 : STORY TELLING                                                                        Use the chart to tell the story

Students form a circle and run around. Start clapping. When you stop clapping call out instructions for 

students to perform actions:

      “Raja says fly like a bird”.(Students do flying action)

      “Raja says swim like a fish”. (Students do swimming action)

      

      “Raja says bite like an ant.”

      Use other animal actions like

“Raja says climb like a monkey”.

 move like a snake, hop like a deer, swim like a fish and so on

Read out the  story in English  using actions and voice modulation.

      1. Once, an Ant fell into a river. She was not able to get out of 

the water. A Parrot saw this and wanted to help the Ant. The 

Parrot dropped a leaf near the Ant. 

      2. The Ant climbed on the leaf and was safe. The Ant thanked 

the Parrot.

     3. One day a man came to catch the Parrot. The Ant saw this and 

wanted to save the Parrot. She walked up to him. 

     4. She bit the man. He was in pain and he ran away. Now, the 

Parrot thanked the Ant. 

Activity 3 : STORY TALK                                                                                             Talk about the story

* Vocabulary words - parrot, ant, river, water, help, safe, drop, leaf, swim, float, thank

Here are some ideas to help you with the conversation. You can use your own questions and encourage 

students to give their own ideas.

13



 Ask students to give other words that begin with the same sound as in the flash card. It is alright if students 

give words in their home language or give names. Example : a - Asif, Asha,  p - Parvathi, Pavan, l - Latha, 

Lokesh,   r - Ravi, Rani

rose

Rr

18

16

12

1

Activity 4: MATCH LETTERS TO SOUNDS                                                                     Use flash cards  

apple starts with ‘a’. 

ant   also starts with ‘a’. 

pen starts with ‘p’. 

parrot  also starts with ‘p’. 

lock starts with ‘l’. 

leaf   also starts with ‘l’. 

rose starts with ‘r’. 

 
river  also starts with ‘r’. 

 

14

?Who has seen a parrot? What is the colour of a parrot? What is the  colour of a parrot’s beak?

? Can you name any other bird you have seen?.

? Are there ants in our school? Has anyone got bitten by an ant? How did it feel?  Have you seen a line of ants  

walking, like soldiers?  

? Do you think an ant can swim? Did the ant get a boat? Did it float?

? How do you help your friends? How do you help your mother?



Activity 5 : FUN ACTIVITY               

Activity 6 : FUN WITH READING AND WRITING

?

?

Hand out Workbooks three days in a week to all students to practise writing.

Use  Reading Cards once a week.

Read out instructions as you draw on the board.

STEP  - 1

1. Draw a beak 2. Draw its head and back 3. Add the body.

4. Draw the claws and one long tail. 5. Add one more long tail 6. Draw a branch. Now colour the
    parrot.

STEP - 2 STEP - 3

STEP  - 4 STEP - 5 STEP - 6

HOW TO DRAW A PARROT IN SIMPLE STEPS

15



Activity 1:  WARM-UP ACTIVITY

Lesson Plan 6: The Lion and the Mouse

*In a Dark Dark Forest

The children say the lines in chorus, speaking more softly each time they come to the words –“ In the 

Dark Dark Forest...”.In the end they shout loudly the name of the animal : “A mouse”! 

Each time they shout out loudly different animals and creatures like a ghost, dinosaur, lion, tiger, elephant....etc.

(*From: Everyday English Book I, Teachers’ Manual, By Jane Sahi)

Activity 2 : STORY TELLING                                                                        Use the chart to tell the story

1.   Once, when a Lion was sleeping, a little Mouse began running up 

and down on his back. Suddenly the Lion woke up.  

2.  He opened his big mouth to eat the Mouse. “O King!” cried the 

little Mouse. “I am sorry.  Please don’t eat me.” 

3.  Some days later, the Lion was caught in a hunter’s net. He could 

not get out. He called out for help.  

4.   The Mouse came and started biting the net.  “Thank you, little 

Mouse! Now, I can come out,” said the Lion.

Activity 3 : STORY TALK                                                                                            Talk about the story

* Vocabulary words - lion, mouse, sleeping, waking, roaring,  scared, running, angry , net, caught,

    help, bite.

Read out story the  English  using actions and voice modulation.

Here are some ideas to help you with the conversation. You can use your own questions and encourage 

students to give their own ideas.

16



 Ask students to give other words that begin with the same sound as in the flash card. It is alright if students 

give words in their home language, or give names.  Example : l - Latha, Lokesh, n - Nalini, m - Mala, Manju,   

f - Fathima.

17

Activity 4: MATCH LETTERS TO SOUNDS                                                                       Use flash cards  

12

lock starts with ‘l’.

lion   also starts with ‘l’.  

13

mango starts with ‘m’.

mouse   also starts with ‘m’. 

14

number starts with ‘n’.

net also starts with ‘n’. 

hat

Hh

8

hat starts with ‘h’.

 
help  also starts with ‘h’.

 

?Have you seen a lion before ? Where? Tell me the names of other forest animals.

?   Why did the lion get angry? What did the lion do when he got angry?   (roaring sound).

?   Is a mouse a small animal?  Did the mouse get scared? When do you get scared?

?   Do you say “sorry”sometimes? Why do you say ‘sorry’?

?   What did the mouse do to help the lion?

?    How did the mouse bite the net? (with his teeth).



Activity 6 : FUN WITH READING AND WRITING                                                                                                           

?

?

Hand out Workbooks three days in a week to all students to practise writing.

Use  Reading Cards .once a week.

Activity 5 : FUN ACTIVITY                                                                                           Time for role play

Characters in the role play: lion, mouse, hunter, one announcer

Announcer: Once a Lion was sleeping.

(The lion is sleeping , snoring loudly. A mouse runs quickly here and there, touching the lion)

Lion roars: Awwwrrrrr  awwwrrrrrrr

(Mouse gets scared and is shivering in fear).

Lion (looking here and there angrily): Who is troubling me? (Roars)Awwwrrr....

(Sees the mouse, holds him and opens his mouth wide).

Mouse (looking scared): O King! I am sorry. Please don’t eat me. Please don’t eat me.

Lion (lets the mouse go. Mouse runs away): Ok. You can go.

Announcer: Some days later a hunter comes to the forest.

(The Lion is sleeping. A hunter is walking around with a net looking around for birds and animals. He catches a 

bird and puts it in his bag. Then continues to walk till he sees the Lion)

Hunter: Ah! I will catch this lion.

(Throws his net over the Lion and walks away. Lion roars and calls for help.  The mouse sees this and comes 

running to the Lion. He starts biting the net. The lion gets free at last)

Lion: Thank you , little Mouse! Now I am free”.
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Activity 1:  WARM-UP ACTIVITY

Lesson Plan 7 : The Jackal and the Drum

Students form a circle. Call out instructions for students to perform actions:

       Let us walk like soldiers. Follow my actions. Left, right. Left, right. 

       Lift your left leg and right arm at the same time. Next, lift your right leg and left arm at the same time. 

       Walk fast – left-right; left-right. Now walk slowly- left….right; left…..right, stop. 

Activity 2 : STORY TELLING                                                                              Use the chart to tell story

Activity 3 : STORY TALK                                                                                          Talk about the story

* Vocabulary words - Jackal, hungry, forest, drum, sound, loud, afraid , slowly, tree branch, soldiers 

1.   Once, a hungry Jackal was searching for food in a forest. 

Suddenly he heard a loud noise. He did not know what to do.

2.   He stood and listened. He was afraid. But he was a clever Jackal. 

He went slowly towards the noise.

3.  Some soldiers had left a drum under the branch of a big tree. 

When the branch moved, it made a loud noise.

4.   The Jackal laughed. “How foolish I have been!” he said. He was 

not afraid any more.

Read out the story in English  using actions and voice modulation.

Here are some ideas to help you with the conversation. You can use your own questions and encourage 

students to give their own ideas.
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give  words in their home language or give names.  Example : t - tomato, tumbler, g - Gowri, Ganesh, b - 

Balu, ball, bag.   f - Fathima. 

 Ask students to give other words that begin with the same sound as in the flash card. It is alright if students 

Activity 4: MATCH LETTERS TO SOUNDS                                                                       Use flash cards  

dog starts with ‘d’. 

drum also starts with ‘d’. 

7
4

jeep

Jj

10

jeep starts with ‘j’. 

jackal  also starts with ‘j’. 

Aa

1

rose

Rr

186

fan starts with ‘f’. 
forest  also starts with ‘f’. 

hat

Hh

8

hat starts with ‘h’. 

 

hungry also starts with ‘h’. 
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?When I am hungry, I like to eat rice and sambhar. What do you like to eat when you are hungry?

?Is a jackal a big animal or a small animal? Has anyone seen a jackal?

?What food will a jackal find in the forest?

?Have you seen a forest? Are there many trees in a forest? Do many people   have homes in a forest?

?Is there a forest near your house? Does a cow live in a forest? Does a dog live in a forest? Which animals live I

?a forest?

?What is the sound a drum makes? How do you beat a drum? Can you beat it with your hand? Or with a stick?

?Will you be afraid if you hear the sound of a drum?



Activity 4:  LANGUAGE GAME                                              When I am hungry / when I am thirsty...

Students form a circle, Everyone claps and makes a sentence each. Starting with - “When I am hungry I like to 

eat...”. Each student adds to the list. 

Example : 

    First student says: When I am hungry I like to eat...idli”. The next student adds to it: “When I am hungry I like 

to eat idli and uppitu..... The third student adds one more to it....I like to eat idli and uppitu and dose...and so on.

Similarly, use thirsty and drink to make the sentence. 

“When I am thirsty I like to drink water…” 

Next student says : “When I am thirty, I like to drink water and juice”, and so on.

Activity 5 : FUN WITH READING AND WRITING

?

?

Hand out Workbooks three days in a week to all students to practise writing.

Use  Reading Cards once a week.
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Students form a circle. Call out instructions for students to perform actions:

      Raise both your hands. Move from side to side like a branches of tree. Now stop

      Move faster, faster. Now stop. Drop your hands down.

      Now the monkey is climbing up the tree (action of climbing).

      Now the monkey is eating a banana (action of peeling and eating a banana).

      Now the monkey throws the banana skin. (action of throwing).  Repeat

Activity 1:  WARM-UP ACTIVITY

Lesson Plan 8 : The Cap Seller and the Monkeys

Activity 2 : STORY TELLING                                                                              Use the chart to tell story

1.   A Cap Seller went from town to town selling caps. In the 

afternoon, he was tired and he slept under a tree.

2.  There were many monkeys on the  tree. The monkeys jumped 

down and took away the colourful caps. 

3.  When the Cap Seller woke up, he saw that his basket was empty. 

He  saw the monkeys wearing his caps. He thought of an idea.

4.  He took off his cap and threw it down.  The monkeys did  the 

same. The Cap Seller collected all his caps. And happily went on 

his way.

Activity 3 : STORY TALK                                                                                           Chat about the Story

* Vocabulary words - Cap, cap seller, sells, tired, resting, monkey, tree, empty, throw

Read out the story in English  using actions and voice modulation.

Here are some ideas to help you with the conversation. You can use your own questions and encourage 

students to give their own ideas.
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Activity 4: MATCH LETTERS TO SOUNDS                                                                     Use flash cards  

     Ask students to give other words that begin with the same sound as in the flash card. It is alright if students 

give names or words in their home language.  Example : c - car, t - table, m - Mala, Manju, b - Babu, ball.

bus

Bb

2

bus starts with ‘b’. 

 
basket  also starts with ‘b’.

 

20

train starts with ‘t’.
tree   also starts with ‘t’.

13

mango starts with ‘m’.

monkey also starts with ‘m’.

cat starts with ‘c’. 
cap also starts with ‘c’. 
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?What is the cap seller carrying in his basket? Is his basket light or heavy? 

?When do you feel tired?

?Do you have a cap? What colour is it?

?When do you use a cap?

?What do we call a man who sells fruits? (fruit seller)

?How many caps do you think the cap seller has in his basket? (207, 307, 75)

?Where do monkeys live? (on trees)

?Are there monkeys near your house?

?Which other animal can climb a tree? (squirrel, cat)



Activity 5 : LANGUAGE GAME

Students sit in a circle. Two students stand in the centre and have this conversation.

Example :

Student 1: “Who are you?”

Student 2: I am a ………….seller. (any object of students choice for example kite - seller)

Student 1: What do you sell?

Student 2: I sell …………(name of object he is selling - kites)

For example : Student can use  –  book seller, bag seller and so on.

Activity 6 : FUN WITH READING AND WRITING

?

?

Hand out Workbooks three days in a week to all students to practise writing.

Distribute Reading Cards once a week.
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Activity 1:  WARM-UP ACTIVITY

Lesson Plan 9:  The Dhobi and his Donkey

Activity 2 : STORY TELLING                                                                        Use the chart to tell the story

1.    A Dhobi and his son were going with their donkey to the market. 

On the way, some women laughed at them. “They are fools. Why 

are they not riding on the donkey?” they said. 

2.   Hearing this, the Dhobi quickly made his son climb on the 

donkey’s back. And they went to the market.

3.   A  man called out: “Lazy boy! How can you make your father 

walk?” So the Dhobi also climbed on the donkey.   Another man  

shouted, "How can that poor donkey carry both of you?”

4.  Both of them climbed off the donkey. They tied it and carried it on 

their shoulders. The donkey kicked hard and ran away. The Dhobi 

and his son went home sadly, without their donkey.

Activity 3 : STORY TALK                                                                                          Chat about the Story

*  Vocabulary words - d hobi, son, donkey, back, climb, both, market, tied, ran away, sad, happy

Students form a circle. Call out instructions:

     Show me what a dhobi does. (action of washing clothes)

     How do we wash clothes? (action of washing clothes)

     How does a donkey walk? ( walking action)

     How does a donkey run? (running action)

     How would you sit on a horse or a donkey? (climbing up and sitting action)

Here are some ideas to help you with the conversation. You can use your own questions and encourage 

students to give their own ideas.

Read out the story in English  using actions and voice modulation.
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Activity 4: MATCH LETTERS TO SOUNDS                                                                       Use flash cards  

     Ask students to give other words that begin with the same sound as in the flash card. It is alright if students 

give names or words in their home language.  Example : m  -Mayuri, man;  s- Suman, sell 

19

soap starts with ‘s’.
son also starts with ‘s’.

4

dog starts with ‘d’.

donkey  also starts with ‘d’. 

2013

mango starts with ‘m’. 

market  also starts with ‘m’. 

26

? What work does a dhobi do? Is there a dhobi near your house?

? Is there a market near your house? Do you go to the market? What do you buy in the market?

? Who has seen a donkey? How does a donkey help us? (carries heavy things)

? When do you feel happy ? When do you feel sad?

? How do you carry a big sack? How do you carry a small paper?  Which of  them is heavy?

? Why do you think the donkey ran away?



Characters in the role-play: Dhobi, his son, a donkey, three or four women, two old men. Select children for 

the roles and help them say the lines of the dialogue.

(A dhobi and his son are walking with their donkey. Few women are watching them).

1st woman   :   Look, that is our village dhobi.

2nd woman  :   Yes. That is his son.

3rd woman   :   Ha, Ha, ha! It is so funny! They are not riding on the donkey. (All the women laugh at the dhobi).

Dhobi          : Son, don’t walk; you sit on the donkey. (Dhobi helps his son climb onto the donkey).

(A little later, an old man who is sitting by the roadside, starts shouting)

Old Man       :  What a lazy boy! 

Dhobi’s son  :  Oh, what happened?

Old Man       :  Your father is old. Why are you making him walk? 

(Dhobi also gets onto the donkey. They go a little further, and meet a young man).

Young man   :  This is very sad…!

Dhobi           :  Oh….what is wrong now?

Young man   :  How can the poor donkey carry both of you? 

(Both the dhobi and his son get off the donkey).

Dhobi           :  Yes, that’s right.  Come, son. Let  us carry the donkey. 

Son               :  Yes, father, the donkey must be tired. 

(Both tie the donkey’s legs and carry it on their shoulder. The donkey looks unhappy and cries hee 

haw hee haw.)

Donkey        :   Don’t tie my legs! I don’t like it!

(The donkey struggles and breaks  the ropes.  And runs away).

Dhobi           :   Look, our donkey is running away !

Son               :   Help, help! Catch that donkey.

Dhobi           :   Oh, our donkey has run away. Let us go home, my son. (Dhobi and son walked away sadly) 

Activity 5: FUN ACTIVITY                                                                                            Time for role play

Activity 6 : FUN WITH READING AND WRITING

?

?

Hand out Workbooks three days in a week to all students to practise writing.

Use  Reading Cards once a week.
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High frequency  sight words set - 1 

the 

of

and

a

to

in

is

you

that

it

he

for

was

on

are

as

with

his

they

at

be

this

from

I

have

or

by

one

had

not

but

what

all

were

when

we

there

can

an

your

which

their

said

if

do

will

each

about

how

up

us

she

who

has

no

why

two

that

out

her
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into

over

saw

them

where

only

other

take

than

these

show

our

same

under

turn before

me

come

down

get

like

little

here

me

got

did

come

back

away

going

tell thing

help

call

use

find

its

know

many

may

new

after

could

any

want

want

also

every

live

much

agian

still

try

change

thimk

dose

please

found

always

must

need

my

went

then

some

see

went

then

very

put

now

make

just

such

beacuse

High frequency  sight words set - 2  



Level-3

Work book are designed to give writing and reading practise
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